TOMORROW IS HERE AND IT’S LOOKING STUNNING
INTRODUCING NEXT GENERATION RFID LOCKING SOLUTIONS FOR THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY

Every detail matters when crafting your dream project. As the first point of interaction, your access management system is crucial in making a positive first impression on your guests.

Presenting, next generation proximity locks by Godrej. With a wide range of designs and state of the art technology, they form the ideal solution for your dream hotel.
MAKE AN IMPRESSIVE STATEMENT

Elegance meets durability
With 1,00,000 error free mechanical operations and a touch free interface that ensures low wear, our RFID access control system assures lower maintenance hassles.

Total control
With an audit trail of 400 records, you have full and complete intelligence on areas accessed by everyone in your premises, giving you the edge in case of any eventuality.

Controlled access simplified
Integrated elevator management system gives you complete control over the areas that your guests and employees may visit. Energy management system helps save power while guests are away, thereby reducing your operational costs.

Trusted by the world
Our new RFID Locks conform to the highest European and American standards and have been rigorously tested for safety compliance to ensure complete peace of mind.
BECOME PART OF
THE FUTURE TODAY!
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